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Abstract 
In this paper a regional case study within the envisaged joint 
inter-agency project on 'Assessing and Managing Health and Envi-
ronMental Risks froM Energy and Other Conplex Industrial SysteMs' 
is proposed for Baden-WUrtteMberg. Baden-WUrttemberg is a state 
located in the southwest of the Federal Republic of Ger•any, 
sharing about 15.1 %of it's population and about 14.4% of it's 
area. Around 15.7 % of the Ger~an Gross Domestic Product are 
obtained in Baden~WUrttemberg. 
The Jnstitut fUr Kernenergetik und .EnergiesysteMe (IKE) has per-
forned a nu•ber of studies dealing with the evaluation and reduc-
tion of eMissions and risks of energy systems. So, a very detai-
led data base is available which can serve as a suitable basis 
for further investigations related to risk manage~ent. Conse-
quently this paper consists of three nain sections with eMphasis 
on: 
- description of research projects carried out by IKE in the 
field of energy systems and risk evaluations, 
- description of ains and procedures of an ongoing study on re-
structuring ~easures for the energy system in Baden-WUrttemberg 
and, 
- the proposal for a regional case study on risk management in 
the energy field for Baden-WUrttemberg. 
1 Introduction 
The IKE has perforMed a number of research activities dealing 
with environ~ental i~pacts and public risks froM conventional and 
nuclear energy. These activities co•prised besides others: 
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- siting of power plants, 
- ecological i•pacts of roads. 
- environ•ental control of·air pollutants, 
- evaluation of hypothetical accidents in nuclear power plants, 
-evaluations for the licensing procedure of nuclear power 
stations. 
In order to highlight the general background and experiences 
available the following studies will be described here in so•e 
•ore detail: 
- 'Costs and Effectiveness of Environ•ental Control of SO, and 
NO and its l•pact on the Energy Production Systeas•, 
X 
- 'Cost-Effectiveness Analyses of Measures and Strategies for the 
Reduction of SO,- and NOx-E•issions fro~ Industrial Furnaces•, 
- 'Evaluation of Ti•e-Oependent E•ission Inventories on an 1 x 1 
Kilo~eter Scale for Baden-WUrtte~berg•, and 
- •cost-Effectiveness of Risk Reduction by Engineered Safeguards 
in Biblis-8-Type Nuclear Power Reactor Syste•s•. 
Thereafter. an assess•ent project on 'Restructing Measures for 
the Energy System in Baden-WUrtte•berg' which has •ost recently 
been started will be presented. Major parts of this project are 
felt to be closely related to the envisaged inter-agency project. 
It is strongly believed that the project could result in a •ost 
valuable basis for further •ore a•bitious and •ore co•prehensive 
assessments of i~portant contributors to the overall risk and for 
risk Manage•ent approaches. 
Consequently, a proposal for a regional case study within the 
envisaged joint inter-agency project i s •a de in the concluding 
section of this paper and a provisional fra•ework for the i•ple-
•entation of the case study is given. 
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2 Research Project: •costs and Effectiveness of Environ•ental 
Control of so. and NO and its l•pact on the Energy Syste•• 
X 
This project co•prised two studies on environ•ental control of 
S0 2 and NOx• respectively. The studies have been carried out in 
1983 and 1984. Their general bac~ground could be characterized as 
follows: 
The observed damages to forests have increased very rapidly over 
the last years. In 1982 about 8 S of the total forest area in 
the Federal Republic of Ger•any was •ore or less badly affected. 
Since then, the da•age has increased dra•atically, as can be seen 
fro~ Figure 1. A detailed da•age survey carried out in 1983 in-
dicated that the total area of forest affected had increased to 
34 S and the figures for 1984 show that about half of all forest 
area is affected by this new widespread chronic daMage. While the 
intensity of da•age differs a•ong tree species, fir, pine, 
spruce, beech and oak are particularly affected. In the case of 
fir, for exa•ple, the extend of the da•age has increased to about 
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FIG . l. Damages to forests in the Federal Republic 
of Germany (1983-1984). 
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90 I of its total population. Most recent damage reports indicate 
that the intensity of da~age has been stabilized at high levels. 
Rational policy •aking related to acid rain or, •ore broadly 
speaking, to air quality control is particularly difficult be-
cause of the scientific uncertainties and 'different value judge-
•ents. 
Within the following paragraphs it will be shortly described how 
and to what extent a 'cost-effectiveness-analysis' is able to 
support a rational decision ~aking process under these circu•-
stances, based on the experience and results of a real case. 
In 1983/84 the state government of 8aden-WUrtteaberg set up two 
co••issions to investigate an opti•al control strategy to reduce 
SO,- and No -e•issions fro• public power plants, taking into 
X 
account the rapidly increasing da•ages to the forest especially 
the 'Black Forest•. The coa•issions consisted of state govern•ent 
officials, representatives of the regional electric power coapa-
nies and so•e scientists. 
Approxi•ately 33 I of the total SO,-e~issions and 20 I of the 
total NOx- e•issions in Baden-WUrtte•berg emanate fro~ public 
power plants. Further•ore, it is i•portant to point out that it 
is esti•ated that about 50S of the acidic depositions in 
Baden-WUrtteMberg are attributable to emissions released outside 
Baden-WUrttemberg (in turn, about 50S of the power plant 
e•issions in Baden-WUrtte•berg are 'exported'). 
To be able to quantify the costs of alternative emission control 
•easures and strategies a •reference scenario' has been set up, 
describing the development of electricity consuMption, the 
production of the different power plants, their fuel input and 
resulting SO,- and NOX-emissions. Subsequently, starting from the 
reference scenario, the surplus costs and e•issions avoided for 
every •easure were calculated over the ti•e horizon 1984 to 1995. 
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Fig. 2 shows the development of electricity supply in Baden-WUrt-
temberg, differentiated into energy sources in the reference 
scenario. Total electricity supply 'will increase fro• 43 TWh/a in 
1980 to about 63 TWh/a in 1995. 
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FIG.2. Electricity production of public power plants 
in Baden-Wurttemberg. 
Also electricity production of nuclear plants will rise fro~ 
currently 23 % to nearly 60 % of the total by 1995, growing elec-
tricity consu•ption requires increasing electricity generation 
fro• coal power plants. 
A broad variety of technical as well as fuel and power-plant 
•anage~ent •easures were investigated. They included the use of 
low sulphur fuel, the extended use of natural gas, combustion 
mod i fications and different flue gas treat~ent technologies 
(to ~ention only a few). 
Fig. 3 shows the develop•ent of 50 2 -e•issions fro• public power 
plants for different control strategies. The solid top line indi-
cates the develop•ent of 50 2 -e•issions if no control •easures are 
taken. In the long run the 'Ordiance of Large Firing Installa-
tion' (Gro~anlagenfeuerungsverordnung) will reduce 50 2 -e•issions 
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FIG. 3. so2-cmissions from public power plants. 
to about 25 S of the 1984 level by the year 1990. lt requires the 
i•p1ementation of flue gas scrubbers by 1988. In the short run, 
however, the e•issions would increase by about 25 S and would 
reach todays level again not before 1987. fig. 3 shows clearly 
that the increasing SO,-e•issions in the next years were the real 
issue. Therefore, •ore •easures regarding power-plant- and fuel 
aanage~ent have to be investigated and applied. All these aeasu-
res presented in this figure will reduce the 50 2 -emissions to 
appr. a level of 25 S in the period froM 1985 to 1988, including 
the avoidance of the increase of eaissions above the initial 
level in the years 1985 to 1987 (see Fig. Jl. Fig. 4 provides a 
trade off curve between S0 2 -eaission control and the additional 
costs. It can be seen that the •ost effective aeasures A-0 have a 
strong gradient. The uneffective •easures have only a little 
respectively no decrease. In this figure it is clearly pointed 
out whether a •easure is useful or not. It is a good way for the 
representation of results to the decision aaker. 
Nitrogen oxides were the second air pollutant for which a cost-
effectiveness analysis as the basis for the formulation of a 
control strategy was carried out. NO -control techniques can be 
X 
classified into two •iin groups: those based on the co•bustion 
•odifications, and those based on the eli•ination of NO from 
X 
flue gas. 
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FIG.4. Trade-off between so2-emissions and 
additional costs. 
Concerning flue-gas denitrification techniques, the selective 
catalytic reduction (SCR) process progressed rapidly, while other 
techniques are still in the stage of developMent or de~onstra­
tion. The different NO -control •easures were caiefully exa•ined 
X 
regarding their technical applicability, their expected results 
in reduction rates and their overall costs. Fig. 5 shows the 
developaent of NO -e•issions for different control strategies X . 
fro• public power plants in Baden-WUrttemberg. Without any con-
trol measures, NO -eMissions would increase from SS 000 t/a to 
X 
67 000 t/a in lg88. Reductions thereafter are a result of an 
increased nuclear production and a higher share of •odern boilers 
with dry ash extraction, having lower specific NO -e•issions than 
X 
boilers with liquid ash extraction. 
Co•bustion •edification ~easures will reduce NO -emissions in the 
X 
short run by about 10 %. Further drastic reductions of the e•is-
sion level will be achieved by the installation of flue-gas deni-
trification facilities. By the end of this decade NO -eMission 
X 
will drop below than 25 I of 1984's level by increased use of 
hard coal. 
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FIG.5. Reduction of NO -emissions by various measures. 
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Concerning the cost-effectiveness of the different NO -reduction 
X 
•easures, it should be noted that they for~ a broad range froM 
less than 1 to as high as 8 OM per kg NO avoided (see Fig. 6). 
X 
The cost-effectiveness of co~bustion ~edification is very attrac-
tive (< 1 OM/kg NOx)• but the strict e~ission standards (e.g. 
200 ~g/m') cannot be •et. The cost-effectiveness of flue gas 
denitrification depends to a great extend on the size of the 
plant, the boiler type and the load factor. In the case of Baden-
WUrtte•berg, they range from 3 to 8 DM/kg NO . 
X 
[OM I kg NOxJ 
- COMBUSTION MODIFICATIONS 0 -
- FLUE-GAS DENITRIFICATION 3 - 8 
- THREE-WAY CATALYTIC CONVERTER 6 - 8 (NEW CARS) 
-RETROFIT MEASURE FOR USED CARS 3- 8 
IKE Slullvorl 
FIG.6. Cost-effectiveness of NO reduction measures. 
X 
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Both, the S0 2 - and NO -control strategy as described above will X 
of course have an i•pact on the electricity production costs. To 
realize the S0 1 - and NO -control strategy (concept 8-W) the elec-x 
tric utilities will have to invest 1.75 Billion OH (see Fig. 7). 
The annual operating costs of the flue gas treat•ent facilities 
will a•ount at about 480 Hio OH. The electricity generation cost 
of coal fired power plants will increase by an average of 3.7 
Dpf/kWhel' that is roughly 15 ~of present electricity consu~er 
prices. When this is related to the total electricity production, 
the average cost increase due to the control strategy will be 
about 1.1 Dpf/kWheJ· 
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FIG.7. Investments and costs. 
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3 Research Project: •cost-Effectiveness Analyses of Measures 
and Strategies for the Reduction of SO,- and NO -E•issions 
X 
fro• Industrial Furnaces• 
The study described below is- in principal -an application of 
•ethodologies developed during the studies already •entioned 
above to all furnaces > 1 MW in Baden-WUrtte•berg. It has been 
carried out within the fra•e of a co•ission set up by the pri•e 
ministry of Baden-WUrtte•berg in 1984. The questions which had to 
be investigated by the project group have been: 
How will eMissions of SO, and NO from industrial furnaces X 
in Baden-WUrtte•berg develop until the year 1995? 
Which •easures for the reduction of these e•issions are 
applicable? 
- What are the costs of these control •easures? 
The overall ai• was again to derive rational indications for 
Methods to control and reduct air pollution by Measures which are 
reasonable under ecological as well as econoMical aspects. 
The Most challenging require•ent for this study was the necessity 
of co•piling and specifically evaluating complete data concerning 
the furnaces and the emissions of the roughly 8000 industrial 
installations in Baden-WUrtteMberg. Data available fro• official 
authorities within the region differed substantially, which 
caused all data to be refined and balanced systeMatically with 
obedience of existing regulations concerning the protection of 
personal data. Where necessary, new data collections have been 
perfor•ed in close cooperation with the industrial associations 
in Baden-WUrttemberg. According to this, all furnaces investiga-
ted have been grouped into three categories: 
-Category 1: furnaces which are subject to the Gro~feuerungs­
anlagenverordnung (GFAVO) (in general plant larger 
50 MW), 
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- Cateogry 2: Furnaces which are subject to the Technische 
Anleitung luft- Issue 1986 (TA luft 86) (in 
general plant between 1 -50 MW), and 
-Category 3: Furnaces which are not subject to a licensing 
procedure. 
Based on this classification, investigations concentrated on the 
following areas: 
-EstablishMent of the state of art and of costs of Measures for 
the control of e•issions fro• industrial furnaces and evalua-
tion of the applicability of these •easures to existing and new 
installations in Baden-WUrtte•berg. 
- Cost-effectiveness analyses of possible •easures and strategies 
for the reduction of S0 2 - and NOx-e•issions froM industrial 
furnaces. 
In order to analyse the effectiveness and costs of possible fu-
ture •easures up to the year 1995 a •reference scenario' was set 
up, describing expected fuel consu~ptions and industrial e~is­
sions. This assu•ed develop•ent of industrial eMissions, which 
should not be •isinterpreted as a forecast, serves as a quantita-
tive basis for the quantitative ti•e-dependent evaluation of 
•easures to reduce e•issions. 
For this scenario a aean annual increase of industrial net pro-
duction between 2% and 2.5% has been assu•ed for the ti•e hori-
zon 1984 to 1995. The overall annual fuel input to the industry 
in Baden- WUrtte•berg decreases continuously between 1983 and 
1989 from 209 PJ to 205 PJ; followed by an increase of roughly 
2.5 S up to 210 PJ until the end of the ti•e interval investiga-
ted. The behavior of fuel consu~ption corresponding to this gene-
ral development is given in Fig. 8. It is characterized by a 
continuous substitution of heavy fuel oil by natural gas and hard 
coal. 
The developMent shown can be regarded as a conservative esti•ate 
and as an upper bound for fuel consu•ption of the industry to be 
expected. The state•ent is strongly supported by · the fact, that 
industrial co•panies indicated the overall expectation of a de-
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creasing fuel consu•ption during the consultations perfor•ed 
within the course of the data collection. 
Based on this projection of fuel consumption by industrial bran-
ches and under the assu•ption that the require•ents of the GFAVO 
w i 11 be fulfilled, the develop•ent of industrial e•issions of S0 2 
and NOX in Baden-WUrtte•berg have been plotted in Figs. 9 
and 10. 
Fig. 9 indicates that - for the 'Reference Case• where require-
•ents of the TA luft 86, recent extension of the GFAVO and fur-
ther •easures have not been taken into account - e•issions of so2 
will decrease continuously from 87 000 •etric tons (t) in 1983 to 
roughly 61 000 t in 1995. This corresponds to a reduction of 30 % 
with respect to 1983's level of eNissions. 
As shown in Fig. 10, NO -e•issions also decrease continuously 
X 
fro111 38 000 t to 34 500 t. l'·his reduction of e•issions in the 
•Reference Case• originates fro• successful •easures to control 
e•issions which have been started by the industry in the past. 
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Their effects are pri•arily due to fuel conservation and sub-
stitution as well as to the introduction of •ore ecologically 
harmless power production processes and •easures for flue gas 
treat•ent. 
One ~ain purpose of the study, presented here, was to examine and 
syste•atically evaluate further •easures to reduce e•issions with 
regard to 
-possible field of application, 
- state of technology, 
- waste manage•ent, 
- specific investments required and 
-overall costs. 
These analyses required the develop•ent of an extensive co•puter-
based si•ulation •odel which includes all industrial furnaces in 
Baden-WUrtte•berg which require a license. The •odel enables the 
IKE to individually si•ulate alternative control •easures for 
each of the single furnaces. As criterion for the evaluation of 
econo•ical efficiency of the single control •easures, the so-
called specific reduce•ent costs (Ger•.: ~pezifische ~inderungs­
losten - SMK) per unit of pollutant re•oved, have been chosen. 
These are defined as the quotient of the annual costs caused by 
an individual •easure and the annual reduction of e•ission 
reached by •eans of that •easure. The single •easures at indivi-
dual furnaces are then ordered according to their respective SMK 
and their successive i•plementation is si•ulated by IKE. 
A typical result is presented in Fig. 11 in for~ of a trade-off 
curve between costs and reduction of S0 2 -emissions. Measures 
which have been found highly reco••endable are in this case: 
- i•ple•entation of flue gas desulphurisation plants at furnaces 
with high load factors, 
- substitution of heavy-fuel~oil by natural gas, where natural 
gas supply is already available or could be i•ple~ented at 
resonable costs, and 
-extensive desulphurisation of light-fuel-oil. 
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Similar results have been obtained with respect to the e•issions 
of NO • It should be noted that the results shown have been deri-
x 
ved for an assumed best-esti•ate scenario of fuel prices. However 
influences of alternative fuel prices have also been analysed in 
detail. 
The possible uses of these quantitative results are twofold: 
after having defined soMe quantitative goals concerning e-is-
sions control, it is possible to esti•ate the additional ex· 
penditures which have to be borne by the industry in Baden-
WUrtte•berg, and 
having defined so•e econo•ical li•it or a level of costs of 
clean air •easures which is considered reasonable with respect 
to a certain industrial policy, it is possible to esti•ate the 
level of reduction of e•ission which is reachable. 
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4 Research Project: S•all-Scale Investigation of the 50 2 -
and NO -E•issions in Baden-WUrtte•berg 
X 
The ai• of this study was to determine the a•ount of emissions of 
50 2 and NOx for the local state of Baden-WUrtte•berg during the 
period of the TULLA-experi~ent (lransport und QMwandlung von 
Luftschadstoffen im 1ande Baden-WUrtte~berg und aus ~nrainerstaa­
ten). While the studies, •entioned above, ai•ed at the develop-
•ent of optiMized strategies for emission control, the project 
described below followed the •ain purpose of establishing a de-
tailed data base with an extre•ely high spatial and temporal 
resolution. In contrast to the studies which evaluated annual 
values of emissions and e•ission reduction, the eMissions have 
been calculated here for every hour during the 'Tulla-period' and 
in a scale of 1 x 1 Kilometer. Further•ore, the evaluation of 
e•issions has been separated by the height of the e•ission sour-
ces. The following sectors have been investigated separately: 
-public power plants, 
- industry, 
- s•all consu~ers, 
- private households, 
- internal com•unity transportation, and 
- external co•~unity transportation. 
The data base has been built up using an inquiry of the operators 
of furnaces larger 10 MW as well as specific •odels for emissions 
which could not directly be acquired. These ~odels are based on 
data such as annual energy consu•ption, data concerning building 
structures, nu•bers of e•ployees, voluMes of traffic and others 
which were available fro• the energy suppliers and other so~rce 
with sufficient spatial resolution (Fig. 12). Exe•plary, the 
•odel used for evaluation of e•issions fro• private households is 
given in Fig. 13. As the figure shows, 40 different classes of 
household have been considered. Each of the• is differentiated by 
•eteorology dependent hourly variations of the energy de•and. 
Energy consu•ption data has been validated by •eans of statisti-
cal data. 
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The results are stored in for• of a •cadastre• of the whole state 
of Baden-WUrtte•berg which is aade up of ele•ents of 1 x 1 Kilo-
•eter. 288 hourly values for the S0 1 -em1ssion and the same nu•ber 
of values for the NO -e•ission have been assigned to each of 
X 
these ele•ents (see for exa•ple Fig. 14) resulting in an exten-
sive data base of roughly 37 ~illion single data. 
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4-5 p .m.). 
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FIG.lS. so2-emissions in Baden-Wurttemberg (hourly values). 
A co~te•plation of •ajor results de•onstrates the following ge-
neral findings: 
Main sources of 50 2 -e•issions are established by the industrial 
and public power 
tribution to the 
•ost constant. 
plant sectors (see Fig. 15). 
emissions during the period 
The industry's 
investigated is 
con-
al-
This is pri•arily due to high base-load factors of the pri•ary, 
the heavy, the petroche~ical and the ce•ent producing industries. 
Co•pared to the~, other i•portant sectors show a behavior, which 
is deeply influenced by the outdoor te•perature and largely 
changing by the days of the week. 
The spatial distribution of e•issions indicates in the case of 
so2 •ajor 
Heilbronn, 
and to so•e 
local accu•ulations around the cities of Stuttgart, 
Karlsruhe, the Mannhei• region, the Upper Rhine Region 
extent the city of Freiburg (see Fig. 16). 
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2
-emissions in Baden-Wurttemberg (19 March 1985, 
8-9 a.m.). 
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Turning to NO -e•issions, it beco•es obvious, that the spatial 
X 
and te•poral distribution of e•ission is by far do•inated by 
contributions fro• the transportation sector. The te•poral fluc-
tuations, shown in Fig. 17, clearly follow the traffic volu•e 
which causes high e•ission peaks during the rush hours. A typical 
spatial distribution of NO -e•issions is given by Fig. 18. A 
X 
co•parison of the hourly e•issions in the transportation sector 
on March, 29th, 1985 between 4 - 5 P·•· (Fig. 19) and a corres-
ponding cadastre of NO -e•issions fro• all other sectors except 
X 
transportation (fig. 20) de~onstrates clearly, that the •ajor 
roads and the downtown areas within the conurbanitions are the 
places with the highest e•issions. 
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FIG 17. NO -emissions in Baden-WUrttemberg (hourly values). 
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FIG.18. Total NO -emissions on Friday, 29 March 1985, 
X 
4-5 p.m. 
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FIG.19. NO -emissions of sector Transportation. 
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More and extensive results can be gained, if the data base elabo-
rated is fed into suitable pollutant transportation and conver-
sion •odels which are currently being developed by other institu-
tions. A verification of these •odels will also be possible using 
•easure•ents of i••issions which have been carried out within the 
fra•e of overall •TULLA•-project. 
The •ethods and •odels developed here are currently being exten-
ded in order to allow the deter•ination of spatially and te•po-
rally resoluted e•issions not only for the specified period which 
was subject of the •TULLA•-project but also for other periods of 
tf•e. This provides the opportunity of evaluating future environ-
•ental control •easures with respect to their influence on spa-
tially and te•porally distributed e•ission peaks. At the sa•e 
ti•e an extension of the land register to other air pollutants 
(especially volatile organic co•pounds) is well under way. How-
ever, a •ajor proble• in this area is the large nu•ber of hydro-
carbons of different toxicity, causing an enor~ous, and even 
increasing data base. 
5 Research Project: Cost-Effectiveness of Risk Reduction by 
Engineered Safeguards in Biblis-8-Type Reactor Systeas• 
The research projects, presented so far, are dealing with the 
assess•ent of air pollutants - in particular S0 2 and NOx - and 
the developaent of rational strategies for their control. Besides 
this, the IKE has perfor•ed research activities in the area of 
nuclear safety engineering since 1971. These activities co•prai-
sed the developaent and utilization of deterMinistic as well as 
probabilistic techniques, which have been used in the licensing 
process and for the evaluation of hypothetical accidents. 
Within the last years, especially since the TMI incident, reactor 
safety research progra•s focussed on a •ore realistic description 
of the operational and accidential behavior of nuclear power 
plants. The coaplete ~odeling of reactor safety proble•s requires 
new and non-conventional coMputer techniques. Thus, the JKE-Plant 
Si•ulation and Analysis Syste~ (SASYSTJ has been developed and is 
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being developed further in order to allow deter•inistic and pro-
babilistic analyses in a less conservative •anner. The •odular 
concept of SASVST as shown in fig. 21 is based on the data and 
software •anage•ent syste• RSYST of IKE which provides techniques 
for statistical analyses, interactive graphics and other general 
purpose •odules. SASYST has already proven to be a very flexible 
and efficient advanced tool in a large nu•ber of reactor safety 
analysis applications. Jt incorporates well introduced code 
syste•s like TRAC, AOJNA, SAP, RELAP, SSYST, KESS and MELSJH. 
OtHRt.4lNISTIC 
ANALYSIS 
BASIC 
SOfTWARE 
PROBABILISTIC 
ANALYSIS 
PLANT 
OPTIMIZATION 
STATISTICS 
SASYST 
FIG.21. Plant simulation and analysis system of IKE. 
ExaMples of successful applications of SASYST concepts have been 
e.g. 
• Analyses of blow down and •elting experi•ents of PNS at KfK, 
• Core •elt and thermal hydraulics calculations for the GerMan 
Risk Study Phase 8, 
• Investigation of low pressure •elt down accidents, 
• Statistical analysis of various ther•alhydraulics codes, 
• Oeter•ination of recoolable reactor states during severe da•age 
accidents, 
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• Analysis of THI-2 degraded core, 
• Design and interpretation of severe fuel da•age experi•ents, 
• Investigation of the behavior of the reactor pressure vessel 
under ther•al shock conditions 
to •ention only a few. 
In early 1984 the JKE entered the IAEA coordinated research pro-
gra• on 'Evaluation of Cost-Effectiveness of Risk Reduction A~ong 
Different Energy Syste•s•. 
Research activities of the first phase of this study can be su•-
•arized as follows: 
• Develop•ent of a risk Matrix for•altsM approach for an 
effective representation and evaluation of results of 
PRA-studies (see Fig. 22). 
Vector of lnltlotlnv 
_ Event f'requencl11 
~ 
Vector of Cond. 
Probabllltl .. of 
Event S•qu•nc .. 
P "" If (s IJ ) 
... 
-.. 
Vector or f'r1q. of 
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ratfiapc 
- I I-- 11 
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- I I-
Syehm f'unctlone 
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--- ~- (a IJ) ,..L--___ _.. 
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Coneequeneee 
Wotrlx 
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FIG.22. Risk matrix formalism approach. 
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• Introduction of •easures of risk i•portance for safety relevant 
installations, i.e. introduction of 'Vesely'-i•portance •ea-
sures to the syste• functions level. 
• Evaluation of these f•portance •easures based on the risk •a-
trix for•alis• approach. 
An exe•plary result is given in Fig. 23, which shows evaluated 
risk i•portances of systeM functions of the Biblis-8-NPP as they 
have been analyzed by the Ger•an Risk Study (GRS), Phase A. Also, 
these importance values of course will have to be updated as soon 
as exhaustive results of Phase 8 are ava1lable, this kind of 
representation is extreMely useful because it deaonstrates the 
different contributions to the overall risk considered. By this 
way, it clearly points to individual •erfts and potentials for 
reinforce•ent of the syste• functions analyzed. 
Further•ore, areas of necessary extensions of research have been 
identified. Ongoing analyses showed an urgent need for further 
•ethodologfcal i•prove•ents in order to •eet require•ents as e.g. 
consistency of •odels and li•itations of uncertainties. Especial-
ly a consistent •ethod for the evaluation of fapacts of changes 
in a plants's design on the risks associated with the operation 
of the plant see•ed to be highly favorable. Such •ethod is i•por~ 
tant since e.g. design •easures reducing the portional contribu-
tion of a specific event sequence •ay increase the relative risk 
i•portance of other sequences, which •ight have been neglected; 
or 'new• event sequences •ay arise fro• changing a plant's de-
sign. This caused the research work to get focussed on Methodolo-
gical i•prove•ents of •odels rather than being pri•arily concer-
ned with perfor•ing a case study on specific event sequences of 
the GRS. Present •ajor research ai•s of this project are: 
- Definition of •odel and data interfaces between deter•inistic 
and probabilistic techniques of analysis and 
- Evaluation of updated esti•ates of cost and risk reduction 
achieved by selected engineered safeguards. 
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It is strongly believed that the ongoing research activities 
should result in a valuable •ethodology which has the ability to 
handle design changes in a •ore consistent way, thus providing 
extremly useful •eans for evaluating •easures of risk reduction 
at the plant level. 
6 Assess•ent of Restructuring Measures for the Energy Syste• in 
Baden-WUrtte•berg with Special Regards toward Electricity 
Supply 
Having put so•e few highlights on experiences gained and develop-
•ents started at IKE in the fields of environ•ental control and 
nuclear safety, we now turn to an asstss•ent project recently 
launched which- in our belief - is directly related to the envi-
sagPd inter-agency project. 
Alsc having caused •oderate radiological consequences in the 
Federal Republic of Ger•any, the Chernobyl accident has given 
ris~ to •ajor public concern about the risks of energy sources, 
~specially nuclear energy. It hss provoked violent di~~tJtsinn 
aao~g polit1cal parties and different interest group~ qu~stion1ng 
the cle~irable structure of present and future energy supply 
syste•s for Ger•any. In this situation, the state govern•ent of 
Baden-WUrtte•berg appointed the IKE- as an independent scienti-
fic installation -to guide and perfor• a co•prehensive study on 
possible •easures of r~structuring the energy syste• in the state 
of Baden-WUrtte•berg. Within this study special regard shall be 
pafd to electricity supply. The study was started in August, 1986 
and has to be co•pleted by end of July, 1987. 
The study's overall ai• is a co•prehensfve assess•ent of techni-
cally feasable options for a long-ter• safe energy supply for 
Baden-WUrtte•berg as well as the evaluation of ecological, econo-
•fcal and social consequences. Although this study fs not anti-
nuclear, ft will be required to investigate in particular, 
whether and to what extend it could be possible to substitute 
nuclear energy; and which consequences would arise fro• such 
substitution. Lastly, the study ai•s at decfsfon afds for a ra-
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tional energy policy in order to identify decisions which •ust be 
taken now if a sufficient, econoaically, ecologically and social-
ly favourable energy supply shall be guaranteed. The aain steps 
to reach this goal are su••arized below: 
- Analysis of the different options of energy supply and 
efficient energy use with regard to 
• their potentials, 
• their costs and develop•ent of cost, 
• their environ•ental consequences and 
• their risks. 
- Analysis of alternative energy supply strategies taking into 
account econo•ic, ecologic, international and social aspects. 
In order to put the different strategies into perspective, the 
following topics are addressed by the study: 
- energy consu•ption and energy supply, 
- efficient energy use, 
- fossil energy, 
- renewable energy, 
- nuclear energy, 
- co•parative risks fro• different options of energy supply, 
-social co•pliance, 
- scenarios of energy consu•ption and energy supply, 
- evaluation of different strategies for energy supply. 
Within the fraae of this assess•ent, the JKE collaborates with a 
large nuaber of institutions in Baden-WUrtteaberg and in the 
Federal Republic of Ger•any, providing specific contributions 
which are co•piled and evaluated at IKE. 
Also, this study, due to its tiae schedule, cannot go beyond a 
critical review of •ethodologies and assess•ents already 
available. However, it is felt to be closely related to the •ore 
a•bitious tasks followed by the envisaged inter-agency project. 
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For this reason. the working package on 'Co•parative Risks fro• 
Different Options of Energy Supply' is presented in •ore detail. 
Jt ai•s at a syste•atfc review of available quantitative assess· 
•ents of the overall risks fro• dffferent options of energy sup-
ply and puts special e•phasfs on a critical esti•ation of •etho-
dological and other shortco•ings of today's co•paratfve risk 
studies. The questions to be investigated are: how and to what 
extend do the •ean individual and collective risk change if nu-
clear energy is substftued by so•e other source of energy, and 
what are the f•pacts of different scenarios of substitution under 
a risk point of view. In this context the transferability of 
results gained abroad to the specific regional situation in the 
state of Baden-WUrtte~berg will be one of the •ost f•portant 
criteria. 
Envisaged steps of analysts are listed below: 
1. Methodology and uncertainties of co•paratfve risk assess•ents. 
2. Evaluation of existing assess•ents. 
3. Co•pflatfon of esti•ates of risks associated with the follow-
ing energy supply options: 
- nuclear energy, 
- coal fired plants, 
- oil fired plants, 
- gas fired plants, 
- wind energy, 
- solar energy. 
- hydroelectric energy. 
4. Qualitative discussion of possible •easures to reduce these 
risks. 
5. Discussion of risks due to sabotage, terrorfs•, etc. 
6. Co•parison of the risks with other natural. cfvilfzational and 
technic a 1 r i s k s. 
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In conclusion, it should be noted, that the ongoing study presen-
ted so far, shall neither be confessed with risk evaluations of 
different strategies of energy supply because of 1t's 11•1ted 
ti•e schedule and other inherent li•itations; nor shall it 
atte•pt to identify strategies which are optf•ized under the 
aspect of allocation of resources for risk reduction. However, 
this study see•s suitable as a useful basis for such investiga-
tions. 
7 Proposal for a Regional Case Study on •Assessing, Co•paring 
and Managing Risks fro• Energy Supply Strategies in Baden-
WUrtte•berg• 
Due to the studies presented above, the IKE operates a very de· 
tailed data base of the energy syste• and the e•issions in Baden-
WUrtte•berg. So, for exa•ple, all furnaces larger than 1 MW, 
their energy de•and and their e•issions are part of the data 
base. Further•ore, the ·hourly nu•bers of cars on every road in 
Baden-WUrtte•berg are known. For all sources of e•issions, •ea-
sures to reduce e•issions and the costs for these •easures have 
been investigated. Further•ore, experiences available at JKE in 
the field of nuclear safety engineering have been outlined. 
Further research in the areas •entioned is already underway and 
believed to have the potential of substant~al iaprove•ents. The 
assess•ent of restructuring •easures for the energy system, re-
cently launched by the state govern•ent of Baden-WUrtte•berg, 
analyses and evaluates the different options of energy supply 
under econo•ical, ecological, international and social aspects. 
It has been pointed out, that this study will result in an extre-
•ely valuable basis for further investigations. 
Based on these experiences and ongoing studies, the IKE proposes 
a regional case study for Baden-WUrtte•berg as a contribution to 
the inter-agency project. This envisaged case study shall be 
divided into two principal phases. 
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Within Phase I of the case study an atte•pt shall be •ade in order 
to i•ple•ent a risk •anage•ent approach by identifying strategies 
for the regional energy supply. Those strategies should account for 
an effective allocation of resources for reducing the risks invol-
ved. 
Research activities of this first phase shall be li•ited to the 
energy field according to the data base available. However it is 
intended to go beyond a conventional co•parative risk assess•ent, 
since it does not focus solely on risk of electricity generation 
but includes other sectors of energy use. In this sense, Phase I 
of the case study will widen the approach of for•er studies because 
- it investigates regional quantitative data for the risks of 
nuclear, fossil, other conventional and •new' fuel cycles 
- it evaluates different energy supply strategies with respect to 
the overall risk reduction reached 
- it analyses the costs of different •easures to reduce the risks 
of energy syste•s and identifies •easures having the best cost-
effectiveness values 
- it identifies by these •eans those strategies which have a •axi-
•u• efficiency in reaching the goal of reducing energy risks. 
further•ore, it is strongly believed that it will be essential to 
perfor• the study on a regional base, since the level of overall 
risk and even •ore the risk reduction reachable largely depends 
upon regional para•eters such as structure of population, exist-
ing energy syste•, regional distribution of e•ission sources, etc. 
In spite of their co•plexity, energy risks could •ake up only a 
certain fraction of the overall risk to which the population 
within a region •ight be exposed. Other technical activities -
such as traffic or process industries - •ight •ake si•ilar or even 
larger contributions. In order to further increase the usefulness 
of the risk •anage•ent approach taken, Phase 11 of the case study 
should be devoted to an extension of analysis to other sources of 
risk than energy supply. 
A provisional fra•ework for Phase I and a short synopsis of pos-
sible extensions during Phase Il of the proposed case study is 
given in the following section. 
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8 Provisional Fra•ework for the Proposed Regional Case Study 
It is proposed that the case study should be based on the results 
of the assess•ent project described in Chapter 6. This is felt to 
be very appropriate since the proposed study is in so•e way a 
direct expansion of results reached by the pioneering 'Baden- WUrt-
te•berg Project'. Besides regional average esti•ates of energy 
risks, the individual •erits and shortco•ings of different •ethodo-
logies of risk assess•ent as well as specific proble• areas concer-
ning data and •odels are investigated within this project. In this 
sense the assess•ent project for Baden-WUrtte•berg •akes up so•e 
kind of a 'Phase 0 1 for the envisaged case study, which points to 
the areas were further research efforts are needed and pro•ising. 
For exa•ple, it is regarded as a logical straightforward step to 
expand the analysis fro• average values over the region to consi-
derations with •uch higher spatial resolution. However. this should 
require •ajor efforts to be spend on a nu•ber of topics such as 
•odels for pollutants transportation and conversion, dose-response 
relationships or acquisition of data, specific to the regional 
situation. 
Phase I 
(i) Delineation of the Area where the Study wfll be Perfor•ed 
The case study will be perfor•ed for the state of Baden- WUrt-
temberg which is located in the southwest of the Federal Repu-
bli~ of Ger•any. Baden-WUrtteaberg covers about an area of 
about 35 700 k• 2 and has a population of about 9 200 000 peo-
ple. The population structure reaches fro• rural areas to 
conurbanitons. Around 15.7 S of the Ger•an gross do•estic 
product are obtained in Baden-WUrtte•berg. The industrial 
sector includes pri•ary industries, petroche•ical, ce•ent 
producing and auto•obile industries and a large nu•ber of 
other branches. 
(ii) Description of the Syste• under Study 
The systea researched is the co•plete energy syste• in Baden-
WUrtte•berg. It includes the following sectors: 
-public power plants, 
- industry, 
)4) 
- s•all consu•ers, 
- private households, 
- transportation. 
This first phase will li•it its scope to risks arising fro• 
the conversion and use of energy in the sectors aentioned, 
i.e. risk as e.g. risks of traffic or inhouse accidents 
will not be included. However, this phase aias at building 
a coaplete aodel of the energy syste• for the years 1965 to 
1995, which will allow a detailed analysis of different 
•easures with high te•poral and spatial resolution. 
(iii J Hazard Identification 
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Hazards associated with the operation and the construction 
of respective plants, fuel supply (including e.g. aining), 
waste treat•ent and disposal will be addressed for each of 
the energy options: 
- nuclear energy, 
- coal 1 
- 0 i 1 • 
- natural gas, 
- wind energy, 
- solar energy. 
For each of these options routine environ•ental e•fssions 
e.g. S0 11 NO 1 routine radioactive eaissions to air and X 
water, routine occupational exposures, accidental condi-
tions causing occupational or public hazards will be asses-
sed on a specific regional basis. 
Hourly e•issions of S0 1 and NOx are known in for• of inven-
tories on the scale of 1 x 1 Kilo•eters for a 12 days 
period in March, 1965. A si•ilar cadastre is currently 
being prepared for other air pollutants (hydrocarbons) and 
could possibly be included. In addition, the •odels are 
extended to allow calculations for any period of ti•e bet-
ween 1965 and 1995. Routine radioactive e•issions will be 
assessed for each plant in Baden-WUrtteaberg within the 
fraae of the assessaent project aentioned above. 
(iv) Safety Policy 
Relevant safety standards for the energy systeMs such as 
standards, regulations and goals concerning public, occupa-
tional or environ•ental issues will be listed here. By 
these •eans, the environaental and safety policy followed 
will be assessed. This explicitly includes the environ•en-
tal control strategies developed by the studies, aentioned 
above, Thus, instru•ents for achieving present and future 
levels of safety and environ•ental control (e.g. air quali-
ty control) will be assessed and analyzed. 
(v) Risk Assess•ent 
The use of suitable •odels for the transportation and con-
version of air pollutants and radioactive release will 
result in a clear distinction between hazards which origi· 
nate inside Baden-WUrtteaberg and those which are •tapor-
ted' fro• outside the region. This should be done for rou-
tine and accidentfal eaissions. It will result in detailed 
information about i•ission originating fro• sources inside 
and outside Baden-WUrtte•berg. 
Major efforts •ight be caused by the need for aeaningful 
dose-response relationships. Especially, in the field of 
routine eaissions Qf air pollutants it will be necessary to 
carefully evaluate the dose-responses published with parti-
cular regard to their transferability to the regional con-
ditions. A careful choice •ust be •ade here between qual_i-
tative and quantitative approaches of risk assess•ent in 
order to reach a reasonable balance between what is desi· 
rable and what is practical and useful as described in 
ter•s of different risk aeasures. 
Based on a •reference scenario' different energy supply 
strategies will be evaluated with respect to the overall 
risk reduction reached. The costs of different aeasures to 
reduce the risks will be investigated and cost-effective-
ness values will be assigned. The resulting relationship 
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between risk reduction and costs will then be use to iden-
tify those strategies with an •axi•u• efficiency. An area 
which will require •ajor efforts to be spent on is the 
question of whether and how to aggregate the different 
risks in order to identify favorable strategies. 
Phase II 
This phase of the case study will be devoted to an extension of 
research to other industrial sources of risk. These could be 
investigated in co•parison with energy risks . Such are risks to 
encounter accidents inhouse, risks of traffic accidents, risks 
fro• hazardous •aterials in the industriAl branches, che•ical 
industry risks, etc. Most recent incidents have given rise to 
•ajor pulbic concern about industrial risks, especially those 
i•posed by the process industry. This should be seriously taken 
into account, when discussing the scope of Phase II and a useful 
choice of partner organisations which should collaborate if 
che•ical industry risks are to be incorporated into the case 
study. Additionally the atte•pt could be ••de to syste•atically 
introduce other aspects than risk into the procedure of identify-
ing perferable strategies. 
It is believed that the efforts to be spent within the fra•e of 
the proposed case study should contribute to a •ore effective way 
of coping with the various potentials of har• which are inevi-
tably inherent to any industrial activity. Thus, the iaple•enta-
tion of the risk •anage•ent approach will provide rational •ea-
sures to balance the risks and benefits involved. Finally, per-
for•ing the case study will enhence the usefulness of the 
approach itself. 
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